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Hello lovers! 

Is finally here, the wedding you have been 
wishing to plan since forever and I’m very 
happy to start the conversation about how 

you imagine your wedding day and how me and 
my team can capture such special memories and 

turn them into precious heirlooms for you to 
treasure for years to come. 

So let's talk about stunning images, the little 
details, people and moments that make your 

wedding as unique as you are. 

About our pricing guide, every couple is different 
and has diverse  circumstances and vision for 
their special day.  This is why besides  several 
fixed  packages, I offer you also an À la Carte 
Menu that gives you the opportunity to create 
your own wedding collection from scratch, 
according to your budget and needs.  

I hope you find this guide useful. In it you will find 
more detailed information about our services, 
pricing, booking  process etc... If you were to 

need something very specific, please let me know  
and I would gladly create a more custom 

proposal for you. 

With love 
 Asia 
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  ASIA PIMENTEL PHOTOGRAPHY 



 À LA CARTE 

PHOTOGRAPHY

Wedding day covered by Asia Pimentel
US$500 per hour (6 hours minimum)

2nd shooter available upon request US$150  per hour

  Complementary Portraits session
(Engagement, Rock the dress session, boudoir)

US$650
 (do not include the entrance fees required to shoot at some 

locations, such fees must be covered by clients)

CINEMATOGRAPHY 

Hours of Cinematography coverage  with 1 Videographer 
US$300  

 Additional Videographer
US$150 per hour

Aerial selective coverage
US$300

Video Trailer Add-on 
US$ 500 (3-7 minutes)

(All Customized wedding collections will always include 
unlimited photographs in color & black/white  +

 high resolution images on private Online gallery)
See next page for our Wedding Collections



WEDDING COLLECTIONS

OUR STORY
US$ 4,800

8 hours of wedding coverage with Asia and associate 
photographer

Unlimited photographs in color & black/white
high resolution images on private Online gallery.

OUR LOVELY STORY
US$7,500 

8 Hours Wedding Coverage  with Asia + team
 2 photographers + 2 videographers

Unlimited photographs in color & black/white
high resolution images delivered on private Online gallery.  

40+ min HD documentary Wedding Video

OUR PERFECT STORY
US$12,500

*10 hours of wedding coverage with Asia + team 
(2 photographers + 2 videographers)

1 hour complimentary portraits session 
(Engagement, Rock the dress, boudoir)

Aerial selective coverage(drone) 
 Highlights wedding film 

Unlimited photographs in color & black/white 
high resolution images on private Online gallery 

Signature Fine Art Album 
(30 Spreads, 60 pages) 

(2) Signature Parent albums 8 x 12 
(30 Spreads, 60 

pages)



HOW TO BOOK 

I’m sure your mind is racing with all that needs to be planned for. Hence, my goal as your wedding photographer is to make this one aspect 
of the planning process simple.  

Photography is more than just images; it’s a real part of your day and the one thing that lasts. Moreover, besides beautiful images, you also 
deserve an amazing photographic experience. Thus, the only way I have to ensure that you enjoy the photographic journey, is through 
forming a relationship with you. Because of this is why a very important step in my booking process is to a set up a video-conference or 
personal meeting with you, so we can start getting familiar with each other and so that I can answer your questions and learn more about 
your ideas and wishes for your special day.  

To secure your date a signed contract and a 35% retainer are required. Final payment will be due one month prior to your wedding date. 
Payments are to be done via PayPal or Bank Transfer. (A three-payment plan can be made available upon request). Availability is subject to 
change without notice prior to contract signing. Wedding dates are booked on a first come first serve basis, and I only accept a limited 
number of wedding commissions yearly in order to provide clients with the absolute highest level of service and attention. No dates are held 
without both a signed services agreement and a paid retainer.  

Me and my team shoot in both film format and the latest professional-grade digital cameras and lenses. I love the timeless feel and 
look of film, and the flexibility of digital, so as my client, you will get the best of both worlds!  

In regards to your final product, after a conscious selection, I will deliver a password protected online gallery containing high resolution .jpg 
files. Please note that I only deliver the subset of images that meet my quality standards and have been individually processed and color 
corrected. I will never provide you with any unedited file, as I believe that my clients hire me for my consistent quality and style. You can 
expect to receive your wedding gallery & video/s within eight weeks following your wedding. Once you get it, you will be able to view and 
download the high resolution files into your electronic devices. Moreover, you can also share and purchase prints at your leisure over the 
next 12 months.  

I would love to get to know you better through your story and hopes for your big day. So let’s connect! 

I look forward to hear from you soon. 

With love, 
Asia + Team



 Follow
https://www.instagram.com/asiapimentelphotography/
  https://www.facebook.com/AsiaPimentelPhotography/    

   https://www.pinterest.com/asiapimentel/ 

   Contact  
      asia@dominicanrepublicphotography.com 




